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Abstract: SiC-based fibers are sensitive to delayed failure under constant load at high temperatures
in air. Static fatigue at intermediate temperatures < 800 ◦C was attributed to slow crack growth
from flaws located at the surface of fibers, driven by the oxidation of free carbon at grain boundaries.
The present paper examines the static fatigue behavior of SiC-based Hi-Nicalon fibers at high
temperatures up to 1200 ◦C and Hi Nicalon S fibers at intermediate temperatures (500–800 ◦C).
The degradation of stress- rupture time relation of multifilament tows with increasing temperature
was investigated. Predictions of tow lifetime based on critical filament-based model of tow failure
were compared to experimental stress-rupture time diagrams. Critical filaments are characterized by
strength–probability relation. The critical filament-based model was found to describe satisfactorily
the static fatigue behavior of fiber tows at these temperatures. The influence of various factors on
lifetime as well as the origins of variability is analyzed.
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1. Introduction

Continuous fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) exhibit a combination of superior
properties over monolithic ceramics which makes them attractive for high temperature applications.
This results from the presence of fiber reinforcement that is responsible for damage tolerance, high
resistance to fatigue, to creep, and to fracture, and reliable behavior. Furthermore, the CMCs are
endowed with a remarkable faculty of versatility. Which means that the behavior of CMCs can
be tailored with respect to expected performances through the selection of appropriate fiber and
matrix types.

Filament tows that form composite preform (one-dimensional (1D), two dimensional (2D),
three-dimensional (3D)) are fundamental constituents that warrant attention with respect to the above
considerations. Their mechanical behavior under various conditions of loading, environment and
temperature must be well documented. The present paper investigates the static fatigue behavior of
SiC-based Hi-Nicalon and Hi Nicalon S fiber tows at high temperatures up to 1200 ◦C in air. SiC-based
fibers are employed for the reinforcement of SiC-matrix composites.

The delayed failure of SiC-based multifilament tows in air was essentially investigated at
intermediate temperatures (between 500–800 ◦C). It was found to result from slow crack propagation
from surface defects, as a result of the consumption of the free carbon at grain boundaries and the
local stresses induced by the SiC → SiO2 transformation at the crack tip [1–3]. Both phenomena
may contribute simultaneously (Nicalon fibers) or sequentially (Hi-Nicalon S and SA3 fibers, which
contain a little free carbon not connected) [3]. The Hi Nicalon fiber is essentially made of ~10 nm β-SiC
nano-grains and a free carbon network [3]. Furthermore, sensitivity to delayed failure was found to
decrease with the amount of oxygen present in the environment [3]. The power function V = A KI

n
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has been shown to provide a sound description of subcritical crack propagation, although the exact
relationship between crack velocity V and stress intensity factor KI is not known [1,2,4,5].

Most of the papers in the literature on high temperature behavior of fibers and composites
examined either the creep behavior under constant load (at temperatures > 1200 ◦C), or strength
degradation of after heat treatment or oxidation (at temperatures (> 1000 ◦C) on unloaded fibers.
Strength degradation of fibers was attributed to various phenomena including flaw size increase,
nucleation of new flaws, formation of silica layer on the surface of fibers and grain growth [6–15].
Lara-Curzio [13,14] modeled the stress-rupture time behavior of fiber bundles and composites. Delayed
failure was attributed to the formation of a silica layer on fiber surface; the thickness of this layer
was introduced in place of the critical flaw size in the linear fracture mechanics equation of strength.
An outcome of this model is that fiber bundle strength decreases with time as t−1/4, which corresponds
to a fiber type independent stress exponent (denoted n in the paper) n = 4. For modeling strength
loss by oxidation of unloaded SiC fibers, Parthasarathy et al. [15] postulated also that the loss in
fiber strength is predictable by assuming the strength-limiting flaw to be the same size as the scale
thickness. DiCarlo et al. [7,12,16,17] examined the strength dependence on time, temperature and
size for a variety of oxide and SiC-based fibers. Their phenomenological approach that was based
on empirically determined Larson-Miller and Monkman-Grant rupture plots is restricted to fiber
comparison purposes.

The present paper investigates the static fatigue behavior in air at intermediate temperatures
(500–800 ◦C) for Hi Nicalon S fibers and at high temperatures (500–1200 ◦C) for Hi-Nicalon tows, on
the basis of results of static fatigue tests on tows and single filaments and predictions of the lifetime of
the critical filaments in tow. Critical filaments are characterized by strength–failure probability relation.
The influence of various factors on lifetime as well as the origins of lifetime variability is analyzed.

2. Theory

2.1. Single Filaments

2.1.1. Slow Crack Growth under Constant Stress

The subcritical crack growth model is based on the simple power form of crack velocity versus
stress intensity factor, which is usually employed to describe the slow propagation of cracks caused by
environment under load in ceramics and glass materials [18–21]:

V =
da
dt

= V∗
(

KI

KIC

)n

(1)

where V is crack velocity, a is crack length, t is time, KI is the stress intensity factor, KIC is the critical
stress intensity factor and V* and n are constants depending, respectively, on environment and material.
The environment dependence of V* is assumed to be defined by the Arrhenius law:

V∗(T) = V∗0exp
(
−

Ea

RT

)
(2)

where T is temperature, V0* is temperature independent material parameter, Ea is activation energy
(Table 1) and R = 8.314 J K−1 mol−1.
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Table 1. Filament and tow characteristics.

Hi-Nicalon Hi-Nicalon S Reference

Filaments
Young’s modulus: Ef (GPa) 280 390

Filament radius: rf (µm) 7 6
Gauge length: l0 (mm) 25 25

Filament volume: vf (m3) 3.85 10−12 2.83 10−12

KIC (MPa
√

m) 1.7 1.9 [22]
Y 1.12 1.12
n 12.6 12.6 [23]

V0*(m/s) 40.5 40.5 [23]
V*(m/s) 500 ◦C 4.98 10−9 4.98 10−9 [23]
V*(m/s) 800 ◦C 2.96 10−6 2.96 10−6 [23]
V*(m/s) 900 ◦C 1.15 10−5

V*(m/s) 1000 ◦C 3.76 10−5

V*(m/s) 1200 ◦C 2.48 10−4

Activation energy (kJ/mol) 146.7 146.7 [23]
m 6.8 7 [2]

σ0 (MPa) 61 99 [2]
Reference volume: v0 (m3) 1 1

Tows
Number of filaments: N0 500 500

2.1.2. Filament Residual Strength

During time period tF under constant stress σ on filament, crack propagates from initial flaw size
ai to length aR, and the stress intensity factor increases from KIi to KIR. The basic equation for time
period tF is derived from Equation (1):

tF =

∫ aR

ai

da
V

=
2Kn

IC

V∗Y2σ2

∫ KIR

KIi

dKI

Kn−1
I

(3)

where Y is the flaw shape parameter (Y = 2/
√
π for a penny-shaped crack).

Integrating gives:

t =
2Kn

IC

V∗Y2σ2(2− n)

[
K2−n

IR −K2−n
Ii

]
(4)

From the following relations in Equation (5) between initial flaw size ai, crack size aR, applied
stress σ, filament strengths σf and relevant stress intensity factors, the relations in Equation (6) is
derived:

KIi = σY
√

ai, KIR = σY
√

aR, KIC = σ f Y
√

ai = σRY
√

aR (5)

KIi = KIC
σ
σ f

KIR = KIC
σ
σR

(6)

where σf is the filament reference tensile strength in the absence of slow crack growth (it will be referred
to as the reference strength) and σR is the residual strength.

Introducing relations (6) into Equation (4) leads to the expression of residual strength σR:

σn−2
R = σn−2

f − tF
V∗σnY2(n− 2)

2K2
IC

(7)
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Filament strengths display wide variability as a result of random distribution of fracture inducing
flaws. Filament initial strength σf generally follows a Weibull statistical distribution:

P = 1− exp
[
−

v
v0

(
σ f

σ0

)m]
(8)

where P is failure probability, m and σ0 are statistical parameters, v is the volume of a single filament and
v0 is reference volume (v0 = 1 m3 in the present paper); strengths being ordered from smallest to largest.
The reference strength of the jth filament with failure probability Pj is derived from Equation (8):

σ f j = σ0

(
−

v0

v
Ln

(
1− P j

)) 1
m

(9)

2.1.3. Filament Lifetime

Failure occurs when filament residual strength σR has decreased to the applied stress σ. Filament
lifetime is derived from Equation (4) or σR = σ:

t =
2K2

IC

V∗Y2σ2(n− 2)

[(σ f

σ

)n−2
− 1

]
(10)

The Strength-Probability-Time relation for filaments is derived from the combination of
Equations (9) and (10) [23]:

P(t, σ, v) = 1− exp
[
−

(
v
v0

)(
σ
σ0

)m(
1 +

t
t∗

n− 2
2

) m
n−2

]
(11)

where P(t, σ, v) is the failure probability at time t, under constant stress σ, for a filament with volume v.

t* is a stress dependent scale factor: t∗ =
K2

IC
V∗σ2Y2 .

2.2. Stress-Rupture Time Diagrams for Tows

Slow Crack Growth in Fiber Tows

The bundle model [24–26] describes the behavior of a population of parallel, independent and
identical filaments under a tensile load. When a filament breaks the surviving filaments carry equally
the applied load. The corresponding force on tow is:

F = σS f (N0 −N) = σS f N0(1− α) (12)

where σ is the stress on surviving filaments. Note that σ ≥ strengths of those N filaments that failed. Sf
is filament cross sectional area; N0 is the initial number of filaments carrying the load. α = N/N0 is the
fraction of fibers broken individually, which represents the failure probability P of the Nth filament,
with filament strengths being in ascending order.

Under constant and uniform applied strain εa, the stress σ on surviving filaments is constant
according to Equation (13):

σ = E f εa (13)

where Ef is filament Young’s modulus. The force carried by tow decreases when filaments break
(Equation (12)). The lifetime of tow is reached when F = 0 and N = N0. It is given by Equation (10) for
the extreme value of σf.

Under constant force F, according to Equation (12), σ increases when a filament fails. This filament
exhibits the longest lifetime dictates lifetime of tow. It is referred to as critical filament. Under constant
strain, this is the strongest filament in the tow. Under constant force, when the filaments fail one after
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one, the critical filament is defined by the following expression of failure probability associated to this
filament strength in the filament strength distribution [27]:

P = αt = 1− exp
(
−

n− 2
nm

)
(14)

The lifetime of a tow is given by the following equation derived from Equation (10) for the value
of probability that defines the critical filament, i.e., P = αt under constant force when filaments are
independent and fail one after one.

t =
2t∗

n− 2


LN

(
1

1−P

)
V
V0

(
σ
σ0

)m


n−2
m

− 1

 (15)

3. Static Fatigue Tests

3.1. Determination of Stress-Rupture Time Diagrams

Experimental stress-rupture time results have been produced on single filaments and on fiber
tows. The principle of the test is to measure the rupture time of a test specimen subjected to constant
load at high temperature in controlled air.

The static fatigue-loading mode is generally constant force. The disadvantage of this technique
for testing tows and continuous fiber reinforced composites is that the stress state is not constant over
time: the stress on filaments increases when a load-carrying filament fails.

The alternative loading technique consists in applying constant deformation. The advantage
of this technique for tow testing is that the stress state is uniform and constant. It was successfully
applied to glass fibers at room temperature [18]. It requires reliable deformation measurement at high
temperature for long time.

Static fatigue tests under constant force were carried out on Hi-Nicalon and Hi-Nicalon S fibers
(Nippon Carbon, Tokyo, Japan) at temperatures between 500 and 1200 ◦C in air. These SiC-based fibers
present interesting properties for SiC/SiC composite reinforcement. They are produced as tows of 500
filaments having average diameter of 15 µm each. Single filaments were tested separately [2]. The
cross sectional area of tows St was derived from the mass of tows [1,2] using the following equation:

St = 500S f =
mt

ρgl0
(16)

where g is gravity constant, ρ is tow density, l0 is the gauge length and mt is tow mass.
The experimental procedure was detailed in previous papers [2,4,23,28]. Only the main features

are repeated here. The gauge length is defined as the distance between the grips (25 mm). It was
located in the furnace hot-zone at uniform temperature (hot grip technique). A silica tube protected
the test specimen and allowed environment control through a constant gas flow (N2/O2). The test
specimens were heated up to the test temperature before loading (heating rate ~ 20 ◦C/min). Then
a dead-weight-load was hung slowly (this operation took < 10 s). Computer captured lifetime
automatically when specimen failed. The fractured specimens were examined using scanning
electron microscopy.

3.2. Determination of Filament Slow Crack Growth Parameters

The slow crack growth parameters were estimated from statistical distribution of rupture times
measured at given stress on single filaments tested separately [2]. Tests on single filaments provide
intrinsic estimates since filaments are free of external phenomena that affect the stress state.
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Rupture times were ordered from smallest to largest and the cumulative distributions of rupture
times P(tj) were obtained using the following estimator (Figure 1):

Pt j =

(
j− 0.5

Nt

)
(17)

where tj is the jth rupture time under constant stress σ and Nt is the total number of specimens.
The slow crack growth constants n and V*(T) were estimated by fitting Equation (11) to the

experimental distributions of rupture times (Figure 1) [23]. The activation energy Ea and the temperature
independent constant were derived from the values of V*(500 ◦C) and V*(800 ◦C) estimated from
rupture time distributions at 500 and 800 ◦C respectively [23]. The values of V*(900 ◦C), V*(1000 ◦C)
and V*(1200 ◦C) were calculated using Equation (2). The characteristics of the filaments required for
the calculations are summarized in Table 1.
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4. Results

4.1. Stress—Rupture Time Diagrams for Tows

4.1.1. Intermediate Temperatures (500–800 ◦C)

As has been established in previous papers [1,2], the rupture time of tows decreases with increasing
applied stress or strain and intermediate temperatures (Figure 2). The stress-rupture time diagram is
fitted by the following relation at temperatures ≤ 800 ◦C with a reasonable scatter, as opposed to the
single filaments that exhibited a statistical distribution of lifetimes at given stress, due to the presence
of populations of flaws [23]:

t =
A
σp (18)

where A and p are constants.
The estimated values of A and p are given in Table 2. The stress exponent is temperature

independent whereas the constant A decreases with increasing temperature.
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Table 2. Estimates of stress exponent p and constant A for Hi Nicalon and Hi Nicalon S tows at
intermediate temperatures [2].

Temperature p A (MPan s) Fiber R2

500 ◦C 8.45 1.05 1030 Hi Nicalon 0.73
800 ◦C 8.34 3.36 1026 Hi Nicalon 0.76
600 ◦C 7.25 3.15 1026 Hi Nicalon S
800 ◦C 7.24 3.33 1024 Hi Nicalon S

The strain-rupture time diagrams of Figure 2 show that Hi Nicalon and Hi Nicalon S exhibit
comparable fatigue behavior when subjected to the same initial strain. This result can be related
to the opening displacement of flaws. It is consistent with the mechanism of slow crack growth by
oxidation of grain boundaries that initiates from surface located flaws [2,3]. It has been demonstrated
that the delayed failure of SiC-based fibers at temperatures below 800 ◦C results from the sub-critical
crack growth of the surface defects by the oxidation of the grain boundaries (free carbon) and the SiC
nanograins at the crack tip [2,3].

The relative values of constant A indicate that the Hi Nicalon S fiber is more resistant to static
fatigue than the Hi Nicalon fiber when they are subjected to the same stress.

Specimen deformations were found to be negligible during the tests, which indicates that the
Young’s modulus remained constant. It also suggests that the fibers did not experience significant
overall degradation.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) on fiber tows after static fatigue showed the presence of
fracture patterns of successive crack tips in the fracture surface of fibers, indicative of slow crack growth
(Figure 3). The cracks were initiated from a pre-existing surface flaw (Figure 3a) or from the contact
point of two fibers (Figure 3b). Fibers with a fracture mirror were also identified, which indicated that
they experienced brittle fracture at instability when the critical fiber fails and the remaining fibers
are unable to carry the load. A thin film of oxide was observed at these temperatures on the external
surface of fibers. The analyses showed that the growth of the silica scale on filaments is not responsible
for fracture [3]. It was also found that growth of the silica layer and oxygen diffusion is enhanced
under load [3].
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More significant scatter in rupture times at given stress is also observed (Figure 4). Fitting Equation 
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Figure 3. Typical fracture patterns detected on Hi Nicalon fibers after static fatigue tests at high
temperatures: slow crack growth from pre-existing flaw at 700 ◦C (a), slow crack growth from fiber
contact point (b), slow crack growth pattern and smooth fracture pattern in a group of stuck fibers after
static fatigue at 1000 ◦C (c).

4.1.2. Temperatures ≥ 900 ◦C

At temperatures ≥ 900 ◦C, shorter rupture times were measured under various constant loads.
More significant scatter in rupture times at given stress is also observed (Figure 4). Fitting Equation
(18) to the stress-rupture time data diagram led to the estimates of p and A given in Table 3. These
estimates show a trend at variance with that observed at intermediate temperatures: they both increase
significantly with temperature.
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Table 3. Estimates of stress exponent p and constant A at temperatures ≥ 900 ◦C for Hi Nicalon
fibers [4,28].

Temperature p A (MPan s) R2

900 ◦C 13.4 2.42 1037 0.58
1000 ◦C 27.3 1.13 1071 0.53
1200 ◦C 31.4 9.08 1077 0.9
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Three types of fracture surfaces indicative of different failure modes were evidenced by SEM:

• Slow crack growth fracture patterns, similar to intermediate temperatures.
• Fracture mirrors after fatigue at 900 ◦C, while no fracture mirrors were detected at

higher temperatures.
• Smooth fracture surfaces in groups of stuck fibers which were located in the plane of the slowly

propagated crack (Figure 3c).

The oxide scale was much thicker at 1000 ◦C on those fibers having the same lifetime. Stuck fibers
formed groups.

Strain measurement at 1000 ◦C showed the absence of anelastic deformation during static fatigue.
Creep deformations were observed at 1200 ◦C at stresses larger than 200 MPa. The mechanism of slow
crack growth played a leading role in the fracture of fibers and tows at 900 ◦C, 1000 ◦C and 1200 ◦C.

The bonding of fibers by the oxide scale weakened the tows. This effect is illustrated by tow tensile
behavior at room temperature after interrupted static fatigue tests (15 min–2 h under a stress of 0.2
MPa). Figure 5 shows that the residual stress-strain behavior is highly dependent on the static fatigue
test temperature. After fatigue at 500 ◦C, the stress-strain behavior is identical to that reference one
obtained on as-received tows. The rupture stress is unchanged (1800 MPa, 130 N) and the stress-strain
curves exhibit the typical downward curvature reflecting individual fiber breaks prior to ultimate
failure. The elastic limit is about 1300 MPa (100 N).Ceramics 2019, 2 FOR PEER REVIEW  9 
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Figure 5. Residual stress-strain behavior after short static fatigue tests measured at room temperature
at 5 mm/min deformation rate. The static fatigue test conditions were as follows: hot grip technique,
25 mm gauge length, 20 min for heating up and for cooling down, 15 min at the test temperature; test
temperatures = 500, 800, 900 and 1000 ◦C, applied stress = 1.7 MPa.

After static fatigue at higher temperatures, the stress-strain behavior was tremendously affected.
The failure stress decreased as low as 500 MPa (35 N), well below the elastic limit of reference behavior.
The strength decrease is commensurate with the test temperature (Table 4). It can be attributed to
the increasing size of groups of bonded fibers. The curve does not exhibit a continuous downward
curvature, but instead load drops and linear segments, reflecting the failure of groups of fibers.

Table 4. Failures stresses measured on tows at room temperature after interrupted fatigue tests at
various temperatures.

Fatigue Temperature Failure Stress (MPa)

500 ◦C 1687–1750
800 ◦C 1046–1769
900 ◦C 498–964

1000 ◦C 15 min 590–871
1000 ◦C 1 h 366–803
1000 ◦C 2 h 551–761
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4.2. Stress-Rupture Time Diagrams for Particular Filaments

The experimental stress-rupture time diagrams were compared to the static fatigue behavior of
particular single filaments identified by their reference strength measured in the absence of slow crack
growth and environmental effects. These filaments are referred to as critical filaments because their
individual failure corresponds to tow instability. Filament strengths exhibit a statistical distribution,
so that the associated failure probability is a convenient equivalent way of identifying a particular
filament. The strengths being in ascending order, failure probability represents the fraction α of
individually broken fibers [24]. The stress-rupture time diagrams were calculated using Equation (15)
for critical fibers having the following values of failure probability: P = 0.12 = αt, the theoretical critical
fraction of fibers broken individually in static fatigue derived tows derived from Equation (14), P =

0.04 and P = 0.002 = 1/500, the probability of fracture of the weakest fiber.
Figure 6 compares the experimental stress-rupture time diagrams obtained on tows to the diagrams

predicted for particular filaments. It allows the critical filament responsible for tow instability during
fatigue to be identified. The comparison of filaments and tows lifetimes reveals variability in critical
fiber. In Figure 6a, the interval of tow lifetimes is bounded by the lifetimes of the weakest filament
(P = 0.002) and those of the theoretical critical fiber (P = αt = 0.12), while most of the data fell close to
the upper bound P = 0.12. On SiC Nicalon tows, Forio et al. [1] measured values of P = α at instability
0.008 and 0.076 using acoustic emission data. These results are at variance with theory that predicts
no scatter (Equation (14)). During static fatigue under constant force, the filaments fail one by one or
by groups. The size of a group depends on oxidation rate, temperature and lifetime. The strength
of a group depends on the composition of the group in terms of strengths of the filaments present in
the group.
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Figure 6. Comparison of stress-rupture time diagrams predicted for potential critical filaments
considered independently (identified by particular values of P = αc) and experimental lifetime data
obtained on tows: (a) Hi Nicalon 500 ◦C, (b) Hi Nicalon 800 ◦C, (c) Hi Nicalon S 800 ◦C, (d) Hi Nicalon
900 ◦C, P = 0.002, (e) Hi Nicalon 1000 ◦C, P = 0.002, (f) Hi Nicalon 1200 ◦C, P = 0.002.

Furthermore, when considering a given value of rupture time, the data indicate a weakening
of tows, which reflects the presence of weaker critical fibers, whjch can be logically attributed to
interfiber mechanical interactions that affect the stress state in tows [24]. Note that at 500 ◦C, there was
no significant oxide scale on the fibers. DiCarlo and Yun [29] performed TGA (thermal gravimetric
analysis) studies, which suggest that the primary strength degradation mechanisms of tow strength
decrease after thermal treatment in air were sizing removal, intrinsic carbon layer removal, and
fiber-fiber bonding by surface oxide growth.

At 800 ◦C, the same trend was observed on Hi Nicalon and Hi Nicalon S tows (Figure 6b,c).
However, most data were located in the vicinity of the lower bound, suggesting weaker critical fibers
when comparing with results at 500 ◦C. For the few data that fall below the lower bound, fractures
might have been caused by extrinsic flaws that are more severe than the pre-existing flaws, such as
contact point flaws as observed by SEM (Figure 3).

At temperatures ≥ 900 ◦C, lifetime looked controlled by the weakest fiber, while some premature
ruptures may be noted on Figure 6d–f. These trends agree with the SEM observations and the
temperature dependence of residual behavior that highlight the effect of growth of oxide scale on fibers
in tows. The lifetime of tows remained comparable to that of weakest single filament, which indicates
that the phenomenon of slow crack growth was not slowed down by the oxide scale.

Figure 7 summarizes the above trends in the influence of temperature. It highlights the temperature
threshold at 900 ◦C above which lifetime becomes preponderantly dictated by the weakest fibers.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Comparison of n and p

Results show that p is significantly different from the intrinsic slow crack growth exponent n
derived from the statistical distribution of single filaments lifetimes (Table 1). The p estimate cannot
be confused with the value of the n exponent of the Equation of slow crack growth. The value of p
was obtained from data points at different values of probability (or σf). According to Equation (11), at
constant σf (or probability), the values of t for various values of σ, correspond to a unique value of n.
Variability in the p estimate results from the structural phenomena that affect the critical fiber in tow by
fiber contacts, bonding and reloading. As a consequence, Equation (18) is not robust.

An important implication is that the slow crack growth parameters must be derived from the
statistical distribution of lifetimes of filaments tested separately under a given constant and uniform
tensile stress. For this purpose note that two methods can be used: fitting either the Equation (11) or
the linearized Equation (19) to the experimental distribution of lifetimes. The following linearized
Equation is obtained for t > t*:

LogLog
( 1

1− P

)
=

m
n− 2

Logt + Log
(

V
V0

(
σ
σ0

)m(n− 2
2t∗

) m
n−2

)
(19)

Figure 1 illustrates the method of curve fitting.

5.2. Influence of Initial Applied Stress on Stress—Rupture Time Diagrams

Uncertainty in the value of applied stress might be a second cause of variability in stress-rupture
diagrams obtained on tows under constant force. The initial applied stress generally used is smaller
than the actual stress operating on the critical fiber as a result of reloading during individual failure of
filaments. This discrepancy is negligible at low stresses and αc:

∆σ/σ = −αc/(1 − αc) (20)

It increases with applied stress and with α according to Equation (20). However, the maximum
uncertainty is about 140 MPa for α = αt = 0.12 and σ = 1200 MPa. Thus, taking the initial
stress underestimates the actual stresses on critical fiber so that the stress—rupture time curve
is slightly steeper.

Another cause might be the loading history of filaments. As filaments fail individually, the stress
on the critical filament increases, so that the measured lifetime is different from that that would have
been obtained if the stress at failure were kept constant during the total lifetime. As a consequence,
the lifetime associated to initial applied stress is overestimated. It seems that underestimation
of the stress on critical fiber is counterbalanced, and that the stress-rupture time diagram is not
tremendously affected.

5.3. Variability in Critical Fiber Strength

The models [23,24,27] and SEM fractography support the concept of critical fiber that governs
instability in tow behavior. Fracture mirrors reflected brittle fracture of fibers (at T ≤ 900 ◦C) and
smooth surfaces fracture of groups of bonded fibers (T = 1000 ◦C) after the failure of individual fibers
by slow crack growth. Forio et al. [1] measured values of α at instability (α) 0.008 and 0.076 on Nicalon
tows using acoustic emission data. The theoretical value of α derived from Equation (14) is about 0.12
for Hi Nicalon and Hi Nicalon S fiber tows.

The simulations performed in [27] showed that intermediate and high strength filaments are
broken as well during slow crack growth, as a result of increase of the stress on filaments, whereas
few filaments at low strength extreme failed. As indicated above, under a constant deformation,
the maximum lifetime is that of the filament having maximum reference strength. By contrast, the
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maximum lifetime under a constant force is obtained for a critical filament identified by P = αc ≤ αt

(αt = 0.12, for the fibers of this paper (Equation (14)). When fibers fail according to ascending strength
order, it seems reasonable to consider that P = αc ≤ 0.12 defines the critical filament that controls the
lifetime of tow under constant force. Shorter lifetimes and smaller αc were obtained when filaments did
not fail independently. Simulations [27] for particular scenarios of fiber failures by groups confirmed
that αc ≤ 0.12. However, it was assumed that the weakest filaments acted as initiating filaments at least
during the initial steps. This means that they were not located within a group of bonded fibers, which
would protect the weakest filaments against slow crack growth. This configuration would lead to tows
more resistant to slow crack growth, and αc > αt. The probability of occurrence of this configuration is
not nil.

Slow crack growth initiates from surface located flaws. Previous studies on Nicalon fibers have
shown that fibers contain concurrent populations of flaws located at the surface and in the volume of
fibers [30]. Brittle fracture at room temperature generally occurs from surface located flaws at lower
strength extreme, and from volume-located flaws at higher strength extreme. Thus, the weaker fibers
should be prone to slow crack growth, whereas the stronger fibers that fail from volume flaws at room
temperature should be less sensitive to slow crack growth since they contain less severe surface flaws
than the weaker fibers. This bimodal distribution of fibers may influence the critical fiber. However,
this phenomenon has not received attention yet. The distribution of flaws in Hi Nicalon and Hi Nicalon
S has not been investigated deeply.

Thus, it appears that there are extrinsic causes to the variability for tow lifetime: that are related to
fiber distribution and independence in the tow, which affects the stress state on filaments. The extrinsic
causes are events erratic in nature that do not follow classical statistical distributions. Anyway, it
can be foreseen that the tow with the lowest resistance to slow crack growth will dictate lifetime of a
population of tows as encountered in composites. This issue will be more deeply investigated in a
forthcoming paper.

5.4. Influence of Oxidation

Growth of oxide scale at fiber surface exerts essentially a structural effect by fiber bonding. The
oxide scale affects lifetime by the creation of fiber aggregates, which weakens the tows. However, the
comparison of tow and filament lifetimes did not reveal a slowdown of crack growth or a strength
increase. Typical crack patterns indicative of slow crack growth were observed for temperatures up to
1200 ◦C [4,28]. Then, it was shown in [3] that fiber elongation favors the oxygen diffusion through the
oxide layer. Thus, at temperatures up to 1200 ◦C, slow crack growth seems to dictate delayed failure of
tows. The critical fiber strength is affected by creation of aggregates of fibers as temperature increases
above 900 ◦C.

The effect of crack blunting by oxide scale was not shown by the results, which agrees with the
previous result that showed that the oxide scale did not slow down the process of crack growth. Under
load, slow crack propagation initiates from flaws before the effect of oxidation is effective. For the
same reason, the mechanism of decreasing flaw size due to the recession of the fiber surface that was
postulated by Parthasarathy et al. [15] for the effect of oxidation on unloaded fibers does not seem to
operate significantly on fibers subjected to constant load.

6. Conclusions

The paper has shown that the static fatigue behavior of SiC Hi Nicalon tows at high temperatures
(up to 1200 ◦C) in air is dictated by the delayed failure of a critical filament. Failure of this critical
filament results from slow crack growth initiated from a surface located flaw. This critical filament
is characterized by initial strength-failure probability relation. It depends on loading mode and
temperature. Under constant load, when filaments remain independent as observed at relatively low
temperature (500 ◦C), the critical filament is characterized by initial strength value corresponding to
the theoretical value of failure probability αt = 0.12. When temperature increases, the critical filament
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is characterized by lower values of initial strength and failure probability. Filament characteristic
failure probability decreases to 0.002, corresponding to the weakest filament in the tow. Lower values
may be observed when extrinsic flaws are created by interfiber contact. The growth of oxide scale on
fiber surface fosters the formation of groups of bonded fibers that fail simultaneously, which weakens
the tow.

Variability in lifetimes results from phenomena that minimize the independence of filaments in
tow, including interfiber friction or bonding by oxide scale. These phenomena are erratic, so that their
occurrence cannot be predicted using conventional continuous relations. Their occurrence remains
between bounds, corresponding to the theoretical and the minimum values of initial strength-failure
probability relation. The size of interval decreases with increasing temperature, to minimum given by
the strength of the weakest filament in tow having probability of 0.002. Lower values of lifetime can be
obtained when extrinsic flaws are created by fiber contact.

These phenomena affect deeply the stress-rupture time diagram of tows which exhibits more or
less lifetime loss. The corresponding estimate of stress exponent of the power law is smaller than the
slow crack growth constant n. It should not be confused with n.

The failure of tows in static fatigue is driven by slow crack growth mechanism from surface flaws
at all temperatures ≤ 1200 ◦C, even in the presence of oxide scale. The mechanism during static fatigue
is different from that considered in the literature for the strength degradation of unloaded fibers.
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